
Ornamental Flowers

(G. J. Nelson PhD, Loma Linda, CA). Associate professor of 
Chemistry at Loma Linda University states in personal experience 
with concentration of elements found in Panak-ite composite, are 
not known to be harmful, and the addition of this material to soil 
improved the growth and appearance of shrubbery around his 
home, particularly with reference to his hibiscus.  

(R. W. Stimming, Oxnard, CA),  Commercial flower 
grower attests to enhanced properties of daisies and
SSttaattiiccee ssiinnuuaattaa using 
500 pounds of Panak-
ite per acre.  Says that 
the plants are above 
average conformity 
with good, strong 
stems.  The color of the 

leaves and flowers is brighter and better than he has seen in years.

(Rudolph C., Panaca, NV) Living in Panaca I wondered if the soil 
near our mobile home had enough residual minerals in it, being 
only a couple miles from the quarry, to get the same results.  I 
planted one row or sunflowers, beans and roses using the usual 
fertilizers and another adding a few ounces of Panak-ite at 
intervals and you wouldn’t believe the difference!  The 
sunflowers treated with Panak-ite were eight feet tall and the 
disk flowers alone measure a foot across.  The corn and beans in 
the Panak-ite rows were also much taller with bigger, and with 

more plentiful blossoms than the control rows.

(Betsy H., Bend OR) My indoor Gardenia had not bloomed in three 
years, nor shown anything but occasional leaf growth.  I thought 
it might even be slowly dying.  In fact it was starved for minerals.  
Within 20 days of adding just a two teaspoonfuls of Panak-ite
five new buds burst out along with many beautiful new leaves.

(Sharon L, Santa Barbara, CA)
After hearing about the success with Panak-ite others were having I 
tried it on my orchids and they are doing better than ever.  
However, it seems my dog Rocky, also fancied the minerals, and I 
was lucky that any were left over for my flowers.  No sooner had 
we finished putting some around then he disappeared.  Rocky got 
into most of the plants where we had placed the Panak-ite and 
licked it up, generally making a mess of our greenhouse before we 
realized where he was, and put a stop to it!


